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THE LIMITS Of AWARENESS*

(7%
Michael Silverstein

C)
LC\ The University of Chicago

C:1 In the course of field work. linguists, just like other anthropologists.

twirni
spend a great deal of time listening to people talk about what they are doing.

The resulting data form a corpus of speech about speech, a "meta-corpus" as
THE LIMITS CW AWARENESS

it were, that consists of speech at the same time that it seems to talk aoout,

or characterize, speech as a meaningful social action. In reply to our queries
by

or spontaneously, people will utter descriptive statements about who has said
Michael Silverstein

or can say what to whom, when, why, and where, just like statements about who
The University of Chicago

can give presents of certain kinds to whom, when, why, and where. But talking

about "saying" is, for better or worse, also an example of "saying"; and such
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metalanguage, for the analyst of culture. is as much a part of the problem
NATIONAL ASTI TOTE Of iDUCATION

t it ,:., , , t4: )14W., )ry MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY as part of the solution. As is readily apparent, all our efforts to differ.

,.f entiate "conscious native models" from "anthropologist's models," or "ethno-

theories" and "ideologies" from "objective social reality." are attempts to

Zeblow- come to grips with the metalanguage vs. language relationship, or its more

v., general form, (meta - )language vs. action. So I hope that what I talk about

here trade' will be seen not as a crabbed and technical treatment whose relevance
. TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

is bounded by linguistic and semiotic debate. but as a contribution to general

Si)
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anthropological theory and methodology, using the data of speech. And further.

.;"

I hope that my title in terms of "limits" is not taken as purely negative.

but rather as characterizing relative ease and relative difficulty. For the

0 point I wish to make is that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible.

to make a native speaker take account of those readily-discernible facts of

-t-
speech as action that he has no ability to describe for us in his own language.

And 1 want to demonstrate by examples what dimensions of speech usage play

rea role in this relationship..

Sociolinguistic Working Paper Let me now introduce the word 'pragmatic' for how speech forms are used

a '..)

NUMBER 84 as effective action in specifiable cultural contexts. One dimension of the

"meaning" of every speech form is pragmatic, exactly like any social action.
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engage in 'meta-pragmatic' discourse, we should say. So the statement, "In

our society, when a proper religious or judiciary functionary so empowered

sincerely utters to a man and wmean, 'I pronounce you husband and wife,' the

latter are married," is a metapragmatic utterance deszribing the effective

use of this formula. Whether or not it is a correct statement Is of course,

not at issue; it is in any case intended as a description of some pragmatic

meaning relation.

I can now formulate my hypothesis as follows. For the native speaker,

the ease or difficulty of accurate metapragmatic characterization of the use

of the forms of his own language seems to depend on certain general semiotic

properties of the use in question. That is, the basic evidence we have for

awareness of the pragmatic dimension of language use, susceptibility to con-

scious native testimony, is universally bounded by certain characteristics of

the form and contextually-dependent function of the pragmatic markers in speech.

I intend here to illustrate the dimensions I have so far isolated in field-

based data, drawn from my own and from others' field work, and then to try

to explain them. In each case, we will be interested in seeing why native

speakers are able or unable to characterize the contextual appropriateness

of speech, and to manipulate it for the investigator.

Let me start with a success story. reported in a number of publications

about the Djirbal language of North Queensland. Australia, by R.N.W. Dixon.

Djirbal has two disjoint (non-overlapping) sets of vocabulary items. one that

Dixon calls the "everyday" set of words, and the other, of contextually-

specific usage, that he calls the "mother-in-law" set. As is widespread in

Australia, when a person speaks within earshot of a classificatory 'mother-

in-law'---the details of the kin-reckoning need not concern us here---he

must use all and only the vocabulary items of the special "mother -in -law"

set, and none of those in the "everyday" set of items. Utterances in either

style have exactly the sane overt grammatical patterns, however. Now we

should understand that a speaker is not necessarily talking about, or referring

to, the mother-in-law, when using the special mother-in-law vocabulary; it

is just that the use of this set of vocabulary items is obligatory in the

context where speaker and audience are in a specified kin relationship.

regardless of the topic of discourse. We would say that, in any given appro-

priate instance of speaking, the vocabulary items used have two independent
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kinds of meaning relations: (a) a context-independent word-"sense," in terms

of how the Djirblagan refer to persons. things, events. and build statements

using these words in grammatical arrangements; and (b) a context-dependent

'indexical' value, that indicates whether or not classificatary nether -in-

law is present as an audience in the speech event. Note that every vocabulary

item in Ojirbal must be specified on both these dimension:.

NON. as it turns out, the number of vocabulary items in the everyday

set is about four or five times that in the mother-in-law set, and so there

seems to be a many-to-one relationship in terms of referring to any particular

entity, as shown in (1), (numbered examples are given in the Appendix).

Where in everyday vocabulary, there are five spearate words (of masculine

gender class) for various lice and ticks, in the mother-in-law vocabulary

there is only one term, thet CV, refer to the same total range of things

as the whole set of emryday items. Similarly, where the everyday vocabulary

has five separate words (of the edible flora gender class) for lops vines of

different species and stages of growth, the mother-in-law vocabulary has

one cover term. As any structuralist knows, i. there are a different number

of elements that enter into referential opposition, dividing up an "ethno-

classificatory" realm, then there must be different word-senses, a different

structural contribution each item of everyday vs. mother-in-law vocabulary

makes to sentences containing them. And yet, as shown in (2), fron the point

of view of Djirbal speakers. in actual situations of discourse there is

equivalence of understood reference in the everyday and mother-in-law speech

contexts, but there is difference in indexing or indicating mother-in-law

as audience or not.

Dixon brilliantly sei:ed on this apparent contradiction in semantic

structure vs. pragmatic implementation, in order to elucidate the meaning of

Djirbal verbs. To do so, he had to rely on the native speakers' ability to

engage in metapragmatic discourse about language use in these two situations,

their ability, in other words, intentionally to talk about utterances that

are equivalent in referential effect in these two contexts of use. He used

a two -way elicitation procedure as follows. first, Dixon asked how to say

the save thing as some given everyday utterance using the mother-in-law

style, as shown in (3a): "'Bala ..atrial nudin' wiyaman djalquyede" ('Ho4

does one say, "Bala baggul nudin ['he cut WY in Djalguy [mother-in-law style]?')

This stage of elicitation yields many-to ore relationships of eariou .et



of everyday vocabulary items to one mother-in-law item, as shown for example

in (3a) for verbs of 'telling'. Such sets were gathered together in orderly

files from separately-elicited word equivalences. In the second stage of

elicitation. Dixon asked speakers how to say the same thing as some given

mother-in-law utterance, using the everyday style. This stage, remarkably.

yielded one-to-one equivalences, as shown in (3b), the mother-in-law item

wuyuban yielding everyday item buwanju and no others. Finally, Dixon's

hypothesis that both of these styles must have distinct but compatible word -

sense structures (deducible from the universal properties of gran.', and

hence really just the assumption that Djirbal is a natural humeri language)

led him to ask, for each item of vocabulary in the various everyday sets

he generated in the first stage, how one would say that and only that in the

mother-in-law style (there is a construction meaning 'exactly' or 'only' in

Djirbal). In this third stage, he induced precisely the differences of ref-

erential value he suspected. The one item of everyday vocabulary that showed

one-to-one translatability in stages one and two still had this characteristic,

as shown in (3c), while the other items in each such set showed complex

mother-in-law constructions with various grammatical structures of mother-

in-law words used to indicate exact. context - independent referential distinc-

tions. This last kind of data showed some variability, moreover, just as we

would expect for attempts at folk-definition.

I must stress here that the native ability accurately and explicitly

to formulate relations of use, the native ability to talk about utterances

appropriate to specific contexts, is critical to Dixon's enterprise. Here,

as shown, the speakers are aware of the pragmatic equivalence of referring

with the specific terms of everyday style and the vague or general terms of

mother-in-law style, and they are aware of the difference of context signalled

by these vocabulary switches. Also, they are aware of the asymmetry of

reference, as shown by the back-translation of stage two of the elicitation.

And finally. they are aware of ways to make mother-in-law style referenticily

precise, which is not the custom in using this style, but can be. as in

stage three. induced on the data. I want to claim that there are three

crucial factors that play a necessary, though perhaps not sufficient, rola

in this awareness, this availability of everyday vs. mother-in-law styles

of use for conscious metapragmatic discussion. The first I call their

unavoidable referentiality; the second, their continuous segmentability;

and the third, their relative presuppositional quality vis-a-vis the context

of use. (See 4e, b, c.)

Unavoidable referentiality is the property of those pragmatic (effective

context-dependent) signals that are automatically identified by identifying

the elements of speech that refer. or describe. Reference, or statement-

value. is that aspect of the meaningfulness of speech which relates speaking

to a logical calculus of propositions, ultimately related to the notions of

truth and falsity. In general, our whole western view of grammar is based

on this kind of meaningfulness, the detailed exposition of which I will not

enter into here. But I will insist that the identification of so-called

grammatical categories, sentence and construction types, and lexical items

(or word stems) with various senses. all ultimately come from looking at

language as a system of reference in this manner. Maw. if, in identifying

the utterance-fractions (or constituentsl of speech that have some identifiable

pragmatic function -- -that enter into pragmatic oppositions---we thereby alrc

isolate utterance-fractions that form units of reference, these pragmatic

utterance-fractions are unavoidably referential. Thus, one of the well-

known pragmatic systems 3f many European languages signals (broadly) d'ference-

to-hearer vs. solidarity-with-hearer by the alternation of two pronominal

forms, say 'second or third person plural' vs. 'second person singular',

e.g., French vous vs. tu. Russian vy vs. ty, German Sie vs. du. And these

forms are at the same time the very units of referring to. or picking out.

the hearer in a speech event. The deference vs. solidarity system is thus

unavoidably referential. We can contrast on this dimension such pragmatic

alternations as certain North American English phonetic markers of social

stratification isolated by Labov in many famous studies, where the signals

of socio-economic class affiliation of the speaker reside in subtle pronun-

ciation effects within certain phonemic categories, which operate independent

of any segmentation of speech by the criterion of reference. To be sure,

we know from various psychological experiments of Wallace lambert and others

that these markers are readily understood by native speakers of English,

inasmuch as the experimental subjects categorize the speakers of such alternate

pronunciations quite readily. But, in isolating the relevant pragmatic sig-

nals, we do not thereby isolate units of language that play a role in the



system of reference. In the Djirbal case under consideration. the alternation

of everyday vs. mother-in-law forms in normal usage consists of a kind of

word-by-word substitutability. The very lexical elements of reference to

things and events are precisely isolated (up to but not including their

grammatical inflections) in isolating the pragmatic speech - fractions at issue.

Continuous segmentability is the property of those pragmatic signals

that can be identified as continuous stretches of actual speech, segmentable

as overt meaningful units of the utterances in which they occur. Thus. any

word-stem, prefix or suffix, word, continuous phrase, or even whole sentence

is a continuously segmentable element. In any utterance, such units of

language are realized as continuous stretches of overt signal behavior.

Note that this criterion cross-cuts that of unavoidable referentiality. For

example, take any statement of the sentence, The ran was walking down the

street. as a referential event, one that simply states this as a proposition.

If we had recordings of such fluent executions. we would find that the whole

utterance, 'The Jan was walking down the street,' would be, in our sense,

continuously segmentable; it would be realized in a continuous temporal

stretch of speech behavior. So also would be the phrases. "The man,' 'Was

walking down the street," "Was walking." 'Down the street, "The street."

So also would be t"1 words, "The," 'Man,' Nalking" "Down,' "The." 'Street."

So also would be the suffix "-ing" on walking. However, still under the

hypothesis of referential (or propositional) meaning, the single referential

unit expressing the Progressive aspect, the complex of forms "was -1119."

is not continuously segmentable; it is a discontinuous combination of parts of

the overt utterance that together signal the progressive aspect in English.

That they form a referential unit is quite clear (Choesky's 1957 Syntactic

Structures is essentially a whole theoretical monograph built on this fact).

But they can never be in continuous temporal order, as is easily seen from

trying to say. "The man wasing walk down the street." Observe that the

Djirbal case under discussion involves the alternation of word-stems as the

effective pragmatic signal, and hence each of the alternants is continuously

segmentable. Each word-stem occurs in a continuous time fraction of the

utterance.

Relative presupposition is a relationship whereby a specific effective

instance of a pragmatic signal is linked to and requires, for its effect,

some independently verifiable contextual factor or factors. Relative creativity

of a particular pragmatic signal, at the opposite pole of this continuum,

essentially brings some contextual factor into existence, serving as the unique

signal thereof. I hope that this dimension of contrast does not seem too

terribly abstract; it is trying to capture the degree to which our knowledge

of the contextual factors linked to specific pragmatic instances comes from

other signals or depends on the occurrence of the very signal at issue. A

pragmatic instance that depends on other signals for its effectiveness "pre-

supposes" the establishment of some contextual factor by those other signals.

whether they be signals in the same or some other sensory modality. Thus, for

a valid pointing out of something with an instance of English "this" or

"that,' we presuppose one or more of the following: (a) non-speech verifia-

bility of the presence of some entity, by sight or sound or whatever; (b) the

presence of some entity that verifiably satisfies some verf%.' description

that accompanies the "this" or "that"; or (C) prior reference (in the proper

sequential position in speech itself) to some entity. Failing the satisfaction

of one or more of these presuppositions, the instance of "this" or "that"

fails to point. There is little creative potential in such linguistic units.

Contrastively, elements of speech that signal class or regional affiliation of

the speaker. or that enter into the so-called "politeness" system, are by and

large the unique signals of these understood contextual dimensions to which

they are linked; their creative potential is very great. In saying "Ne.vad Tied"

and similar forms. I communicate and establish mg membership in a certain

dialect group of American English. In addressing someone with a particular form

of name, as Brown and Ford long ago showed, the speaker establishes the context-

ual dimensions of power relationships and familiarity between himself and the

addressee. In the Djirbal case under discussion, one does not create a mother-

in-law by the instantiation of the mother-in-law vocabulary. This relationship

is known on other grounds for appropriate use in the first place. In other

words, the mother-in-law style of vocabulary is relatively presupposing of

the very aspect of the conte to which it is pragmatically linked. the kin

relationship between speaker and audience.

So, to sum up, this example of Djirbal mother-in-law vs. everyday vocab-

ulary alternation is readily subject to accurate native metapragmatic testimony

and manipulation. I want to claim that this is bound up with the three semiotic



properties the alternation has as a pragmatic system. unavoidable referentiality.

continuous segmentability, and relatively presuppositional usage. In contrast.

I want to point out an elicitation failure, in my own Masco-Wishram Chinookan

work, where direct appeal to native metapragmatic awareness leads nowhere.

and where, interestingly enough, the situation differs on all three semiotic

dimensions.

lo this native American language of the Columbia River, as in many

languages of the Western U.S., there is an alternation of forms that comes

under the rubric of the gradation "augmentative" "neutral" - "diminutive."

Every form can be uttered in up to six different ways, as shown in (5), by

changing certain features of the consonants, and, marginally, of the vowels,

in entirely regular fashion. depending only on what are the shapes of the

"neutral" forms. Notice that it is not a question of where consonants and

vowels occur in words, nor what the words refer to, nor what grammatical units

or classes are instantiated in the words. The augmentative-neutral-diminutive

changes operate on the sounds of Masco-Wishram wherever they happen to occur

in forms. subject only to certain sequential constraints on consonant clusters

that reduce the freedom of alternation in certain positions (see 6). From

textual evidence, from spontaneous recorded conversation, and from certain

Frozen (or "Iexicalized") examples, the pragmatic meaning of this alternation

is clear. Taking the neutral form as the point of departure. the augmentative

form additionally expresses the speaker's feeling that the referent of some

lexical item is large for what it is, or to excess, if an activity; thet it

is repulsive to the speaker---in short, a speaker evaluation of oversize.

overmuch, and affectfvely negative. The diminutive form, on the other hand,

expresses the speaker's feeling that the referent is smell, or subtle; that it

endears the speaker - - -in short. a speaker evaluation of undersize. restricted,

and effectively positive. Baby-talk forms (including the child's kintermm)

are in diminutive or super-diminutive shape; mocking and insulting speech is

in augmentative.

What can native speakers do when asked about these linguistic fcres?

Can they talk about the augmentative-neutral-diminutive gradations? Can .hey

produce series of forms on demand, given one of the alternants? Can they

accurately characterize the uses? Many attempts at direct systematic elicita-

tion proved, ultimately, to be unsuccessful. Ever watchful for such forms,
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and for the opportunity to question informants about them, 1 heard. in a piece

of delicious gossip, the form "iSimucal" 'she with rotten old big belly' as

an epithet for a loose woman. clearly the augmentative of the neutral form

iramuramil 'she with big belly' or 'her paunch', as shown in (7). Here was

the opportunity to bring the informant to conscious awareness of the changes!

So I asked for a repetition, and, as you may guess by now, the informant

"repeated" iramowil, 'he neutral form. "But you just said 1-muqbal. didn't

you? That means 'great big one. ' no?" I insist. "No, it's eamm"(1."

Playing the tape recording back was of no avail. Eventually. I ask for the

form: "Well. how do you say, 'her great big belly'?" "Oh, iagailt.itimuqwal"

---this last expression being a fully referential or descriptive phrase.

'her belly is large' or 'she has a big belly' (and note the neutral form of

the word for 'large' as well). What is subject to conscious manipulation is

the referential or descriptive component of Wasco-Wishram, but the augmenta-

tive-neutral-diminutive gradations are beyond this kind of metapragmatic

characterization. This particular informant (whose name I can no longer give.

since she has recently died) was one of the more sensitive in matters linguistic;

on another occasion she could tell me. for example. that all the forms I

produced with diminutive effects "sounded kinda cute," but she just could not

grasp the metapragmatic task of producing them on demand. though her spontaneous

speech was replete with examples.

This failure of matapragnatic elicitation is quite telling, in contrast

to the Mjirbal case of mother-in-law switches (or in contrast to my own ability

to elicit mother-in-law vs. everyday forms among the Worora of northwestern

Australia). For here we are dealing with pragmatic forms of speech that

systematically contrast along all three dimensions we have so far seen. First,

recall, the augmentative-neutral-diminutive alternations operate on certain

sound properties (or "features") of consonants and of some vowels wherever

and whenever they occur in free positions in speech. So. in isolating the

signals of the alternations, we are isolating not segments of speech, but

phonological features of some of the segments; we are not isolating thereby

any units of language that thmmselves have referential value. So the gradations

of form here are not unavoidably referential; they operate on utterance-

fractions that are completely independent of the units of reference. Setond,

the proper formulation of the gradation is in terms of features of the sounds
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in speech that appear in the contrasts here-and-there in the course of speaking.

In such forms as (augmentative) -gagidaq vs. (diminutive) - k'ak'st'ak', the

first, third, fourth, fifth, and final sound segments undergo feature change;

the rest of the shape of the stem remains the same. So the gradations of

form here are clearly not continuously segmentable. Third, the alternations

of form here are essentially the unique signal of speaker attitude toward

what is talked about; in using such an augmentative or diminutive (vs. neutral)

form, the speaker communicates his attitude to the hearer, and this attitude

becomes a contextual reality with effects on how the interaction then proceeds.

(You don't tell a salacious story about someone who has just been referred to

diminutively, at the risk of offending the prior speaker!) Such forms pre -

suppose merely the constitution of a speech situation with speaker and hearer,

something guaranteed just by the fact of speech occurring. Basically, then,

the augmentative- neutral - diminutive sh4fts are highly creative elements of

Masco-Wishram.

I want to claim that these formal and functional differences in the two

cases are, at least in part, characteristic of the causes of the difference

in the way the pragmatics of languages are available for conscious metapragmatic

discourse. But we are not finished. I want briefly to present two more dimen-

sions of contrast of pragmatic forme, dimensions I have called decontextualized

deducibility and Fletarr±42yAc transparency. The first three dimensions pre-

sented, in shorthand, segmentability, and presupposition, deal

with whether or not a native can give evidence of accurate metapragmatic

awareness. These last two dimensions deal with how native speakers treat the

forms in metapragmatic discourse.

The fourth dimension, decontextualized deducibility, can best be approach-

ed by asking the following question. Given th ..? occurrence of some pragmatic

form, what proposition expressible in language follows from the fact that the

Particular pragmatic form has occurred? In a logical sense, we would ask,

what proposition formulable in language is entailed by the occurrence of this

form, independent of anything in the context of speaking linked to (indexed by)

the form? (Cf. 8) Suppose, for example, that the pragmatic form in question

is an instance of the referring item, My brother..., as contrasted pragmatically

with the form, I have a brother. If the form "my brother..." correctly

refers to someone, then from this instance of correct reference we can deduce

that I have a brother. Note that any occurrence of the statement, I have
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brother, entails no such consequences; it may be perfectly false, and the

hearer of such a form can say, "Are you sure?" or "Wasn't that formerly your

sister?" or some such. Philosophers talk always about Russell's classic

example, The present King of Trance is bald, and why it is odd. They speak

in terms of the "presuppositicms" of any utterance of this form, of what

propositions must be true in order for the proposition coded in this utterance

to have ahy truth value. The crux of the exam le is the noun phrase "the

present King of France," for, as we can now reformulate it, from any valid

instance of referring with this phrase, picking out an actually existing entity,

the proposition "There exists now a King of France" is deducible as true.

And this, of course, was not true even in Russell's day. So there can be na

valid instance of a truly referring form, The present King of France; for if

there were, by the pragmatics of English the proposition about there now being

a King of France would be entailed.

Such examples from English serve to introduce a rather nice parallel from

Masco-Wishram, attested in my field records. This involves what can be called

the "evidential passive" form of the verb, a pragmatic alternant for saying

that there is evidence in the situation of discourse, to the speaker's knowledge.

that leads him to think that someone or something has been the object of some-

one's action. Let me outline its properties in terms of what we h3ve seen so

far in the other examples.

The evidential passive form is a particular configuration of the transi-

tive verb with a special suffix -ix. It contrasts with several other possible

verbal formations that have the same, or related referential effect. Mote that

for a typical transitive verb, such as 'to boil', we can have a regular straight-

forward "active" form, as shown in (9), like English 'he boiled them long ago',

ni-E-d-u-rxm; a so-called "antipassive" farm, like English 'he was doing

boiling long ago', that does not tell us what were the ob-

jects of his endeavors, just that he was engaged in some activity; an "indef-

inite agent' form, like English 'somebody boiled them long ago', ni-g-d-u2ExM;

a "collective agent" form, like English 'they boiled them long ago', ni-tic-d-

u-Exm, used by contemporary Wasco-Wishram speakers in about the same way as

the English nonanaphoric or generic "they"; and a "transitional passive" form,

like English 'they became boiled' or 'they got boiled', ni-d-u-Zxm-xit.

Additionally, when the speaker sees some evidence in what he understands to
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be the results of some activity, he can use the *evidential passive."

d-u-Exm-ix. which I translate as they must have been boiled' (because, for

example, he sees that they are all mushy. or he tastes that they are soft, or

whatever).

Clearly, this form is isolable just by isolating the parts of utterances

we are interested in from the point of view of reference; it consists of

nothing but a transitive verb foram inflected only with a prefix for the under-

goer of the activity. plus a suffix -ix that occurs in a number of formations,

with much the same referential value as the English deictic word 'there'.

So we would say that the particular evidential passive construction is unavoid-

ably referential. Next, since the particular form of an evidential passive,

by contrast with all the other forms a verb might take, consists of a particular

prefix configuration together with a suffix at the end of the verb, it is not

continuous. The critical signals of the evidential passive are not uttered

as a continuous unit in speech. and hence the evidential passive is not a

continuously segmentable pragmatic form. If we had time. I could demonstrate

how this gives informants a great deal of difficulty in distinguishing the

evidential forms from forms that mean 'there is...'. But by proper eliciting,

where we know what we are looking for, we can get informants to focus on this

particular form. As to our third criterion of presupposition, we should note

that any valid use of the evidential passive presupposes that in the contex

of use there will indeed be evidence of a nonlinguistic sort, available to

both speaker and hearer. This presuppositional requirement seems to be fairly

absolute, like the English examples of "this" and "that" introduced above.

We are in fairly good shape, then, insofar as guarantees of metapragmatic

awareness are concerned. But when we ask informants about the use of these

forms, when we engage them in metapragmatic conversation, we find that they

tell us about the presupposed contextual requirements. as we would expect,

and then give the *meaning" of these fortis as the deduced proposition which

must be true if the evidential passive is validly used Let us look at

some field records, transcribed from continuous tape recordings, with all

but the actual forms under discussion translated into English (The work

proceeded partly in English and partly in Wasco).

In the first case, in (10a). I am trying to talk about the evidential

passive of the form 'cause someone to cry', which, as a morphological causa-

tive, is about as good a transitive verb as one can get. I start from a form

gathered earlier in a text, 'I made them cry recently'. The informant volun-

1 2

Leers "naniugwiCarida," a fully-inflected transitive verb form, meaning 'I

made him cry recently'. Then she offers the form for a collective object.

nanlugweCarida 'I made the bunch cry recently'. And, having gotten the

hang of the fiNIU, we have several more examples. 'I made her cry', 'he made

me cry', and so forth. Seeing that she controls the regular "active" inflec-

tion. I then ask for the first person evidential passive form by specifing it:

" 'somebody made me cry', nugwilapidx." The form understood by the infor-

mant is the feminine singular. 'she must have been made to cry', ugwiC'avilidix.

which is carefully explained in terms of the presupposed context for its

occurrence - --"she looks like she was crying...her eyes shows it" -and then

in terms of the deduced proposition the truth of which is guaranteed by the

proper usage of the evidential passive form--"itgugibitamit...they made her

cry, t guess.*

A second case of this sort. shown in (lob). involves the verb for

'pinching'. Having established the regular "active" form, both iterative 'I

was pinching her' (insanxap'iyantk) and noniterative just pinched her'

(insanmapliyatk), the investigator asks for the evidential passive with a

first person, " 'I'm pinched'...snxap'iyatgix." Note that the informant

responds with the form. and gives the deduced proposition in the same breath

---"snxapliyatKix...itkcnxap'iyatk 'they just pinched me' "- - -explaining that

the meaning is "like" this. Now, pressing for the correctness or incorrectness

of the evidential passive, I repeat the form, and the informant says this

could be used if the speaker shows the presupposed evidence - - - "if you show

where you was pinched." Again, from the point of view of native speaker

metapragmatic awareness, the evidential passive is characterized in terms of

its presupposition of evidence in the context of speaking, and the deduced

full propositional form which must be true if the form is to be used correctly.

My final example of the evidential passive. as shown in (10c), is the

verb 'to bump into'. Here, in the course of elicitation of some related

item, the informant volunteers inilt'aq 'I just bumped into it'. Then, to

check on whether the stem ends in a back qw or a front kw, I also ask for thP

future form, which turns out to show the former (anildara). Now I ask after

the evidential passive form. ildaqux 'it must have been bumped into'. Sure

enough, the informant characterizes it by the presupposed evidence---*Iike if

he'll leave a mark or something"---plus the deduced proposition---"somebody
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run into it. That's what it means, somebody nitit'aq 4ga [they probably

came and bumped into it a while back]." And the informant stresses once

again the presupposed evidence, "it shjUs where it's been bumped."

So, as these examples show, the "meaning" of the evidential passive

construction in Wasco-Wishram can be specified in terms of (a) the presup-

posed evidence that must be in the context of speaking, and (b) the communi-

cation of speaker estimate that the evidence is the result of some Agency.

doing some specified action named by the verb stem used. The occurrence of

an evidential passive allows the hearer (and the speaker) to deduce that

"Somebody did such-and-such to the object that shows the evidence therefor."

And, from the native speaker's point of view, this deducible entailed pro-

position is "the meaning" of the form. It is what is available to conscious

metapragmatic discourse.

The final dimension of metapragmatic awareness I will discuss here is

metapragmatic transparency, as shown in (11). This is the degree of sameness

between any metapragmatic utterances that could be used to talk about a prag-

matic form, and the pragmatic form itself. Thus, a pragmatic form is meta-

pragmatically transparent to the extent that, in metapragmatic discourse

describing some use of speech, native speakers can duplicate the very forms

under discussion. Consider the familiar speech event of a person giving a

lecture and, noticing the audience becoming restless. saying the following:

"Just a few more minutes." Now consider an identical situation, except that

the speech event is signalled by "I premise to stop talking soon." The

utterance "Just a few more minutes" may indeed function pragmatically in ex-

actly the same way as the utterance "I promise to stop talking soon," in that

they both communicate the speaker's commitment to cease and desist after

a short interval starting at the moment of speaking. But the second utterance.

"I promise to stop talking soon," is metapragmatically transparent. whereas

the first utterance. "Just a few more minutes," is not. For, if asked to

describe what went on in that speech event---what action, in other words.

transpired that depended on speech---we could answer as native speakers.

"ee promised to stop talking soon," duplicating in the description the effec-

tive pragmatic forms of the second utterance at issue. Observe that this

same metapragmatic description could be used for the first utterance. "Just

a few more minutes." as well as several other possible descriptions. such as

"He indicated that the lecture would not continue much longer." and so forth.
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But in each of these last instances of metapragmatic characterization. there

is a radical difference between the form of the description and the form of

the particular effective pragmatic signal. In short, when we seek the forms

of possible metapragmatic descriptions to which it is susceptible, the utter-

ance "Just a few more minutes" shows little metapragmatic transparency.

Now obviously, given some occurrence of speech, some event instantiated

as an effective speech signal in a certain context, there are many ways in

which a native speaker can answer the question. "What happened?" or "What

went on?" He can describe the event as a whole, if there is some means of

referring to this totality; he can describe the presupposed context (as we

have seen); he can describe the signal, in the most obvious case. that of so-

called "direct quotation.' just duplicating it, and in less obvious cases.

so-called "indirect quotation," duplicating certain aspects of the signal.

Or the native speaker can characterize the change(s) in the context effected

by the speech signal in answer to the question, *What happened?" But for

analytic purposes, the pragmatic meaning of any signal used in speech must

be a statement of the presupposed and created contextual factors, that is.

a description of what must independently be so about the context for the instance

to be effective action. and what must be so about the context from the occur-

rence of the effective action. So any transparent pragmatic form is a signal

that can be used both in effecting specific contextual changes and in describ-

ing them. And the description can focus on any of the components of the speech

event: speaker, hearer. audience. referent. channel. signal, time. locus, or

some relationship betweeen these. And we would, in a fine-grained discussion

of the matter, have to differentiate among these factors by their potential

contributions to transparency, something we do not have time for on this

occasion, but which emerges by example in the material now to be presented.

If we look at the last set of data. on English "directives" as analyzed

by Susan Ervin-Tripp, we find that there are numerous directive forms, prag-

matic signals for getting someone to do something. As is shown in (12),

these include (a) statements of what the speaker needs, some object of the

addressee's action. such as "a routine culture and a specimen." or some action

on the part of the addressee. "1'11 need you to put your finger on the knot."

They also include (b) our traditionally-analyzed 'imperatives'. which communi-

cate just the action the addressee is to carry out; as well as (c) embedded

imperatives, which are usually of the "Why don't you...?" question-form with

1 '7
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embedded specification of the action the addressee is to do, but having distinct

stress and intonation contours terminating in falling instead of level-or-

rising pitch (and hence distinct from an interrogative form). Other forms

collected include two interrogative types, (d) questions of permission for

the speaker to accomplish something, and (e) questions of a seemingly informational

content. Finally, there are (f) hints, which are statements about the context

uttered with directive force. There is, to be sure, a finer subdivision

possible on linguistic and other grounds, but this classification of Ervin.

Tripp's will do for our purposes.

What are the characteristics of use that Ervin-Tripp has discovered for

these different kinds of directives in (Berkeley?) American English? We see

in (13) that the formal and functional properties of these expressions can be

scaled in a rather regular array. For each directive type, indicated in the

rows of the chart, we give Ervin-Tripp's criteria in columnar fashion.

Neutralization (indicated as 'yes' or 'no') means that the actual overt signal

form potentially serves both as a directive and as some other pragmatic signal.

Thus. imperative forms in row (b) never count as anything but directives, while

"requestions" in row (e) are ambiguously either a directive or a request for a

"yes" or "no" answer of an informational sort (Remember the old joke, "Do

you have Prince Albert in a can?" "Sure." "Well. let him outs.") The discourse

constraints on compliance or non-compliance with the directive indicate what the

addressee of the directive must do in the way of verbal behavior, in either of

these two situations. Thus, to an embedded imperative. such as the example

(c) already given under (12), one either agrees with "Sure" or "All right"

and opens the window, or one says why one cannot, e.g.. "Sorry, my hands are

full" (or "...full of "). Note that to comply with a hint of type (f), one

must infer what one must do that follows in some way from the situation des-

cribed in the hint-, not to comply. one must answer the statement with a contrary,

such as, "It's not very noisy" or "...cold" or "Wait until the record stops,"

or "Wait until the noxious fumes clear from the air," or whatever. The social

features of the speech situation describe what is presupposed about the rela-

tionship between speaker and addressee, or about the understood obligations

of the addressee vis a vis the particular action demanded. Finally, in terms

of these criteria, the obviousness of the utterance as a directive is indicated

by "yes" or "no".

What interests us here is the metapragmatic transparency of these forms.

If we look at the various types, and consider the way that a directive event
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would be specifically described. then the types of directives at the bottom

of the chart are minimally transparent, and those at the top of the chart

are maximally transparent. The hint of type (f) can be accurately described

as "the speaker asking Mrs. Terry. the addressee, to be quiet" or "...to

turn off the radio" or whatever (see 12f), using metapragmatic description

that has no formal commonalty with the actual directive signal under consid-

eration. On the other hand, the need statement of type (a) can be described

as "the speaker asking the addressee to do whatever is routinely done to get

a culture and a specimen," naming the goals that the mend requires of the

addressee. This matches that part of the directive signal, "a routine culture

and a specimen." Again, the types (b) and (c) directives are relatively trans-

parent, and the descriptions can be formulated in the very same terms as the

part of the signal that describes the action to be done by the addressee.

Type (d) is less transparent. in that the signal describes something to be

true of the speaker, but the metapragmatic description would have to be in

terms of what it is that is demanded of the addressee. And type (e) is less

so. since no actual action is described in the directive signal, only some

presumably relevant referent being named; and yet, the metapragmatic descrip-

tion would have to say, for example. that "speaker is demanding of the addressee

that he or she allow speaker to speak with Dean Lehrer" for (12e). Each type

of directive signal, then, has what I suggest is a constantly decreasing

metapragmatic transparency in the order given.

Ervin-Tripp reports on two unpublished studies of native speaker evalua-

tions of these different directives, working from actual examples. Subjects

were asked to compare various directive forms and rank them essentially in

terms of politeness. As might be expected, the subjects ranked the various

types in more-or-less the order given here. Now of all the characteristics

on our chart, I do not see any that would explain why theft is a regular,

linearized ranking of these different directive types. Clearly, there is no

regular orderly formal relationshi,,, like syntactic complexity, or any kind of

purely formal politeness machinery in English (unlike, for example, in Javanese.

where you can get more and more politA, by changing more and more of the vocab-

ulary and Syntax, in a kind of regular progression). Nor are any of the other

characteristics singly or in combination easily linearized on a single

explanatory scale, certainly not the properties called "social features"
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in our chart (13), which we might expect to be the explanation, since they come

from very diverse realms. I propose that it is the scale of metapragmatic

transparency of these forms that makes them subject to evaluation and manipu-

lation as most directive like, and hence, in our culture, least "polite,"

dove to least directive like, and hence most "polite." Those directive

types which are maximally transparent are much more vividly brought to aware-

ness as directives; which bald fact results in their being termed maximally

impolite. And inversely, the tremendous disparity between the form of min-

imally transparent directives and their metapragmatic descriptions makes them

least salient as directives, most veiled in terms of expressing speaker in-

tention in social interaction, and shrouded in so-called politeness, or, if

you will allow, in indirection: for "politeness" is essentially the antithesis

of giving "directives* in our society, and hence that directive is most polite

that is the least directive. This scaling effect deserves much more careful

investigation in terms of clarity of responses, salience and scatter of res-

ponses, etc., before we can be certain of the interpretation.

In final summary, now, let me turn briefly to two areas in which I think

this approach sheds new light, and indicates a means for more intensive research.

One such area, harking back to the (alas, misunderstood) work of Benjamin Lee

Whorf, seeks understanding of the cognitive bases of the many functions of

language. The other area is what methodological lessons might be learned

here about the investigation of cultural phenomena in general. I do not have

time to develop these implications at any length, and content myself with

utterances that you will no doubt take to be overbroad historiography. But

I think what follows can be documented in a more elaborate treatment.

Whorf, who developed all the themes of Boasian linguistics to their

sharpest formulation, inquired into the classic Boasian problem. the nature

of classifications of the cultural universe implicit and explicit in language.

In passing, he invented the notion of a "cryptotypic," or, as we now say,

"deep" or "underlying" semantic structure that lies behind the overtly segment-

able forms of speech. This cryptotypic structure of referential categories

constituted the real 'rational' classification of the sensory modalities

implemented in fully propositional speech, the highest function of language

to the Boasian way of thinking. But. the native speaker, faced with tasks

that require orientation to an immediate and urgent environment, trying to

"think out" a response, or even to "think about" the referential properties

of his native language in specific situations, is hopelessly at the mercy of
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so-called "phenotypic," or as we now say "surface" lexicalized forms of the

language. The native speaker tends to reason from the misleading surface

analogies of forms to which, in piecemeal fashion, he attributes true refer-

ential effect in segmenting the cultural universe. Whorf is thus contrasting

native awareness of the suggestive referential patterns of surface lexical

forms, with the linguist's awareness of the cryptotypic semantic structure

behind those surface forms, achieved by excruciating analysis in a comparative

framework. Ne claims that insofar as reference is concerned, the native's

awareness is focussed on continuously-segmentable ("lexical" in his terms)

units, which presuppose the existence of things "out there" that correspond

to these units one-to-one on each referential use of speech. Of course, the

native is only partially correct, and is generally inaccurate in his "aware-

ness." What we have done here is to generalize Whorf's observation for the

whole range of functions of speech, reference being just one function that

is clearly at the center of the whole ethno-linguistic system. We have claimed

that we can best guarantee native speaker awareness for referential, segmental,

presupposing functional forms in his language. And we can bound the kind

of evidence the native speaker can give us in terms of deducible referential

propositions about functional forms maximally transparent to description as

speech events.

The case is well illustrated by the gradual recognition of non-referential

aspects of "meaning" in language within our own tradition of linguistics and

related disciplines. Just as we would expect, our Western philosophical

theories of language -- -what I like to call our naive native ethnotheoretical

tradition---have traditionally started from word reference, in particular

from proper names, which native speakers feel to be concrete. pointing out

an absolute reality 'out there.' Such theories have tried to generalize the

notion of how language means from this maximally aware metapragmatic sensibility.

With the advent of Frew, and of Saussure, the domain of analysis was broad-

ened to propositiunal reference. and to structural analysis of referential

systems, culminating in the explicit underlying - structure methodology of

Chomsky. At the same time. ordinary language philosophy with Austin finally

discovered certain lexical items---segmental, referential. presupposing.

deducible, maximally transparent forms - -- called "performatives," that seemed

to be a key to the non - referential functions of one's own language. It is
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not by chance that these performatives, such as promise, christen, dub, etc.

were discovered first by the linguistically naive native speakers of Oxford;

they satisfy all our criteria. Out unfortunately, accurate though they

any be for certain of our more transparent speech functions in English, they

cannot merely be treated as a universal set to be ferreted out by inaccurate

translation techniques in the most remote corners of the globe, as some of

our colleagues are wont to do. Indeed, they represent only a tiny fraction

of the functioning of our language, though a fraction that is easily sus-

ceptible of native awareness. The further we get from these kinds of functional

elements of language, the less we can guarantee awareness on the part of the

native speakers - -- accurate metapragmatic testimony that can be taken at face

value. Hence. for the rest. the more we have to depend upon cross-cultural

analysis and the accumulated technical insight based upon this, for native

speaker metapragmatic testimony is not going to be necessarily accurate for

the general analysis of language.

There is a sense in which our generalization of Whorl's principle, now

fonaulable in term of limited metapragmatic awereness, has a wider relevance

for social anthropology. As many of us are beginning to realize. the linguistic

models that have been applied to cultural phenomena have usually been motivated

within linguistics itself precisely by the facts of the pure referential

system that is unique to language, among all the meaningful social codes.

I think, however. that we can show how the other functions of language are

always being assimilated to reference in terns of native speaker awareness.

and are in fact subject to conscious metapragmatic testimony only to the

extent that they are assimilable to reference, or "ride along on' referential

structure. Thus, how vastly more complicated are the testimonies of native

participants in a society. how fraught with danger is our taking at face value

any statements by participants about various pragmatically- meaningful action.

If we were to generalize from the experience with language reported here.

then we would suspect that most of what is of interest to the social anthro-

pologist is beyond native participant testimony as to its 'meaning." But,

beyond this purely negative statement, we would also expect that. more generally,

the limits to pragmatic awareness of social action are also definable.

constrained. and umniotically-based.

This, I want to lay before you. is the program for social anthropology.
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to understand the properties of ideologies and ethnotheories, that seem to

guide participants in social systems, as part and parcel of those social sys-

tems, which must be seen as meaningful. The salient aspect of the social

fact is meaning; the central manifestation of meaning is pragmatic and meta-

pragmatic speech; and the most obvious feature of pragmatic speech is reference.

We are now beginning to see the error in trying to investigate the salient

by projection from the obvious.
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APPENDIX

A. Djirbal (R.M.W. Dixon. in Semantics, ed. Steinberg and Jakobovits, and

in The Dyirbal Language, PhD diss., London)

I. Vocabulary sets in "Everyday" style and in "MO-in-law" style

"Iverydv" "Mo-in-taw"

bayi martu 'louse'

bayi nuggan 'large louse'

bayi mindilinj 'big tick' bayi dimaninj

bayi biya 'tick (sp.)'

bayi daynjdjar 'tick (sp.)'

bales djuyu 'edible loya vine'

balam gambay 'loya vine (sp.)'

btam baygal 'loya vine (sp.

balam djuggay 'green loya vine

balam gugur

balam bugul

'young shoots

of dam'
'thin loya vine'

2. formulable use relations of the two styles

balam gundjanum

Pragmatic reference: "Everyday" = "14o-in-law"

Presence of affine: "Everyday" f "Mo-in-law" (no vs. yes)

3. Typical elicitation process for equivalence relations

(a) 'bale baqgul nudin' wiyaman dJalquydJa?"

it he cut done-in- in mo-

what-fash- in-law

ion
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"Everyday"

buwanju 'tell'

dpnganju 'tell a par-

ticular piece of

news'

gindimban 'warn'

Baran 'tell falsely that

one lacks something'

(b) buwanju

(c) bumenju

djinganju

9indimban ---a

Baran

"Mo-i aw"

wuyuban

wuyuban

wuyuban

wuyuwuyuban redup. 'do to excess or

iteratively (sc., to many people)'

njungulmban wuyuban (Oungul 'one',

-mbal 'dr (tr.)']

wuyuban djilbugga Wilbu 'nothing',

-nga 'locative')

4. Semiotic properties of these pragmatic forma

(a) Unavoidable referentiality: in isolating the aspect of the

signal that enters into the pragmatic opposition in question,

we have thereby identified a constituent that enters into refer-

ential oppositions, e.g.,

"formal" vs. "familiar' pronouns for hearer (French

vous vs. tu. Russian vl vs. ty, German Sie vs. Du, etc.).

but not

phonetic markers of socio-economic class affiliation of

speaker (cf. W. labor's studies)

(b) Continuous segmentability: the pragmatic signal can be identified

as continuous stretches in actual speech, segmentable as overt

meaningful units of the utterances in which it occurs, e.g.,

whole sentences: The man was walking down the street;

continuous phrases: The man, Was walking down the street,
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Was walking, Down the street, The street;

words: The, Man, Was, Walking, Down, The. Street;

suffixes and prefixes: -Ing;

but not

Progressive Aspect, expressed by Be -Ing (Observe

there is no "The man wasing walk down the street")

(c) Relative presupposition: a specific effective instance of a

pragmatic signal is linked to and requires, for its effect,

some independently verifiable contextual factor or factors, e.g..

English demonstratives this and that (presupposing sight

or sound of some entity. or co-occurring verbal descrip-

tion. or previous reference in temporally prior speech);

but not

phonological markers of class or regional affiliation of

speaker (the "Hatvad 'fad" phenomenon),

deference and politeness markers (Roger" vs. 'Prof. Brown").

B. yesco-Wishram Chinook (E. Sapir. in BBAE 40(1):635 -45; and M. Silverstein,

field notes, 2966-74)

S. Examples of gradation of forms ("augmentative" /"neutral" ? "diminutive ")

i-md-ghidaq /1 -gliqttaq>1 -mi-leakstak -mi -kiak'st'ak'

'your head'

id-cif-a 2, id-d-ryl p's 'your foot'

6. Gradations in sound features (augmentative >neutral ?diminutive)

consonants: voiced stops, affricates>voiceless)glottalized (b)p)p')
nonstrident affricate )strident (70c)
hushing stridents >hissing stridents (i,$)
uvular >velar >labiovelar (q11r
guttural + labial labioguttural (qp 7qw)

vowels: low?mid (e>1.)
mid>high

7. Attenpted elicitation

aug. of i-ca-axiqwil 'her paunch', 'she with big belly' occurs

spontaneously;

iCamuqmil. neut. form is 'repeated' by informant. even to tape - recording;
i_is -giik asmuciwil 'it-is-large her-paunch' given as translation equiv-

alent.

8. A fourth dimension of metapragmatic contrast (cf. 4. above):

(d) Decontextualized deducibility: what proposition. formulable in the

language, is entailed (follows as true) by the effective occurrence

of a pragmatic form? E.g.,

In English, a truly referring noun phrase Mr brother ...

entails I have a brother;

In English, a truly referring nonun phrase The present King

I-( la l- gbai) >i- >i-[ia] -giic > (la] ?i-
> 1- fial-lOwiit'S 'enormous' ... 'tiny' 9.

of France ... entails There is now a King of France.

the Wasco-Wishrmn verbal paradigm:Conjugational forms in

a-ia-pk'w's 'his immature penis' id'ao., cf. a-ga-pkwe; Active; ni 42 -d3- u- Exm " he
2
boiled them

3
long ago"

'her nipple') Antipassive: nig- i3- "he
3
was doing boiling long ago"

Indefinite Agent: ni -q2- d3- u-ifem "somebody2 boiled them3 long ago*

qalagbiya! 'damn!' !mpg., cf. qana9a 'just like, rather like'] Collective Agent: ni -41( -d
3
- u-,./Cxm "they2 boiled them3 long ago"

Transitional Passive: ni d3- u- .qxn-xit "they3 became boiled long ago"

Evidential Passive: d u-/C.xxi--ix "they3 must have been boiled"
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10. Eliciatation of evidential passive forms

(a) Inf: Wonder how'd you say that now, nanugwaaxem made

them cry. I'm real sure but it's kinda hard. r m, you

could say 6ne-for one-you can say nanu-nanigwilaf-mida.

MS:

Inf:

MS:

Inf:

nanlu...

gwiEirida, I made him cry.

naniugwi...

Eirida, I made him cry. Else nano-nanugwi - I guess

you could say same way nantugie-Eirida, see? I

made them cry. nanlugifixmida. Wm I got it. I

made 'em cry nantusiCirida. naniugiEixmida. nanu-

gibixmida.

MS: ehi. And hOw 'bout like if he made

say naEnu...-

Inf: naEuna!nugwiEiptida, he made me cry

MS: I see. Interesting.shil Could rou

body made me cry; could I say. sr'.

Inf: nugwiEixmidix? 0.h, person-the way

son, she looks like she was crying,

How?

ugwiFixmidix.

ahli, -

like if you see somebody, she been cryin', like it

looks sometivdy she - she musts been crying, see?

=cry. you

MS:

Inf:

MS:

Inf:

say like, ", some -

nugwilifmidix?

you can tell a per -

MS: - Yeah -

Inf: - uglEipidix, her eyes shows it. ugiEifmidix.

or somethin', they made her cry I guess.

(b) Inf: -Onsanxapqyantk, that means two or three times

guess -

MS: - Oh. I see -

Inf: But incix-inZanup'iyatk that's just Once.

MS: Can you also say like, i -I' -could you say, I'm

pinched? Could you say, snxapqyatgix?

Inf: Yeah -

MS: - How? -

Inf: I'm pinched. Inxe-Inxap"-

ms: -snx-

Inf: -snxap'fYatKix. xsnxap'fyatk-iiksnxapqyatk.

MS: atti.
Inf: Somebody pinched me like.

MS: You could say snxapqyatgix though?

Inf: She! If you show where you was pinched.

MS: - on the behind.

Inf: On the behind.

:c) Inf: infltiq too you can say you bumped into something,

inflt'aq.

MS: 04. How 'bout I'm going to? - might -

2S

na-n-i-u-gwiEixmid-a 'I recently caused

him to cry'

na -n -gwiEizmid -a 'Ithem..."

na -niq-u -gwiEixmid -a 'I...her...'

na -n -u -gwilifmid -a 'he...me...'

n-u-gwilixmid-ix 'somebody made me

cry'

(10-u-gwiEixmid-ix 'she must have been

made to cry'

-n-s-a-n-xap' fya-n-

1-n-s-a-n-xap'fya-

s-nEnIxap'fya-

'they just made her

cry'

tk 'I was just

'pinching ner'

tk 'I just pinched

her'

tg-ix 'I'm pinched'

i-tk-s-n-(n)-xapqya-tk 'they just

pinched me'

'I just bumped into it

(masc.)"

11.Cr'ar
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duplicate the form under discussion, e.g.,

I promise, to stop talking soon, uttered as a commitment of

the speaker to stop talking soon after utterance;

but not

Just a few more minutes, uttered for precisely the same purpose.

12. Kinds of directive utterances in American English

(a) Need statements: "I'll need a routine culture and a specimen."

(b) Imperatives: "(You privates will) repeat the preparatory commend

and 'aye aye, Sir!'."

(c) Embedded imperatives: "Why don't you open the window?"

(d) Permission directives: "tray I have change for a dollar?"

(e) Request questions: 'is Dean Lehrer in?"

(f) Hint: "Mrs. Terry, it's quite noisy in here."

13. Characteristics of directives

Type

(a) Need

(b) Imperative

Neutral- Discourse Constraints* Obvious+ Social Features

ization Comply No-comply

no
1

(c) Emb. imp, no

none excuse yes subordinates

none excuse yes subordinates famil-

iar equals

agree excuse yes unfamiliar; or differ-

ent rank; task extra-

ordinary; compliance

expected

29 31)



(d) Permission yes agree excuse yes

(e) Request yes answer

inference

answer

(*excuse)

no

(f) Hint yes (reply +)

inference

reply no

superiors CO; unfam-

iliar

possible noncompliance

possible noncompliance

familiarity, or

routine roles

* Expected verbal response to adult, when complying or not complying.

+ Routinely understood as a directive under these social conditions.

4, Some are rountinely understood as directives, depending on familiarity, etc.

lErvin-Tripp codes 'yes' here; but data do not show neutralization in first person.
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